
HOLLY RIDGE and WHITE SETTLEMENT RD 
TAX HAVEN THROUGH AGRICULTURAL EXEMPTIONS 

 
Address  Owner  Property ID Acreage Market Value  Exemption Taxable 
189 Holly Ridge C. Chapin R000010886 9.006  $180,120  $179,650 $470 
200 Holly Ridge A. Leondar R000010926 5.399  $107,980  $107,440 $540 
201 Holly Ridge E. Via  R000079342 4.999  $ 99,980  $ 99,480 $500 
250 Holly Ridge C. Lawley R000010923 6.450  $129,000  $128,350 $650 
352 Holly Ridge M. Pierce R000010921 9.460  $189,200  $188,250 $950 
404 Holly Ridge C. Smith R000071307 8.126  $162,250  $161,710 $810 
698 Holly Ridge C. Sponsler R000010913 5.440  $108,800  $108,260 $540 
698 Holly Ridge C. Sponsler R000073988 4.570  $ 91,400  $ 90,940 $460 
            $1,064,080 

 
============================================================================================= 
 
15331 W/S Rd. J. Martinec R000010894 6.964  $139,280  $138,920 $360 
15331 W/S Rd. J. Martinec R000010896 9.329  $186,580  $185,650 $930  
15435 W/S Rd. R. Elston R000010892 3.569  $ 71,380*  $ 71,020 $360  
15603 W/S Rd. D. Powell R000010890 5.005  $304,460**    0-0-0-0 $304,460 
15750 W/S Rd. R. Miller R000005596 14.000  $280,000  $279,270 $730 
15753 W/S Rd. G. Forbess R000010887 9.060  $181,200  $180,290 $910 
.331 Mesa Grande  A. Laurel R000070611 7.871  $157,420  $156,630 $830 
            $1,011,780  
           

*  Evaluation in year 2010 was $101,380  (reduction of $30,000) 

** Evaluation in year 2010 was $315,560  (reduction of $11,100) 

 
 

Total loss of taxable property value of these 14 properties is $2,075,860.  Not one of these properties would qualify for  

an agriculture exemption if they were evaluated properly per the applicable statutes, ie: must produce a saleable agriculture 
product. Every one of these properties fall into the “hobby farm” category per Section 183 of the IRS Regulation, which 
prohibits the use of a non-producing agricultural exempt property from being used to evade paying property taxes. 
 
These properties are all within an area approximately 2 ½ square miles in size, bounded by Holly Ridge Lane, White 
Settlement Road and Mesa Grande Drive, in close proximity to the Chief Appraiser’s home, and he drives by them on a daily 
basis on his way to and from his place of employment.  
 
Is it fraud, malfeasance, or both?  I certainly appears like it to this observer. 
 
If these properties are an example of current tax procedures, what would a thorough examination of the entire 13,883 
agricultural exempt properties in Parker County reveal?  How many millions of dollars of tax revenue are being lost on an 
annual basis in Parker County through these questionable exemptions?  How much could the tax rate be lowered by 
collecting a fair tax amount on ALL properties in Parker County?  If each of the 13,883 properties with agricultural exemptions 
were taxed another $100.00 per year, it would increase county revenue by $1,388,300. How much revenue could be 
generated just by rescinding non-producing agriculture exemptions?  The political machine in Parker County will never let this 
happen, unless you, the taxpayer demand it. 


